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Proposed objectives

Contribute to advance the evaluation of Lassa candidate vaccines.

Discuss key methodological issues for clinical trials.
Phase 3 trials
Expected outputs

✓ **Trial designs** – optimal and alternative designs with immunological endpoints

✓ **Endpoints** - primary, secondary and exploratory.

✓ **Criteria** - identification of suitable sites for trials

✓ **Key research gaps** - to inform vaccines evaluation.
It is NOT the focus of the meeting

X Detailed surveillance guidelines
X Detailed case management and data collection forms

X Candidate vaccine specific issues, only generic elements

X Funding
X Other operational studies, studies in survivors, etc......
At end of today...

... an outline of the study design

... plan and timelines to finalize the generic protocol
After this workshop...

... further consultations via email
... revised protocol
... online consultation
... final generic protocol